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ABSTRACT
The major focus of OPENREQ is the development of recommendation and decision technologies that efficiently support requirements engineering processes in large and distributed software projects. Example scenarios thereof are the bid management in industrial systems, requirements engineering in cross-platform open source software development, and requirements management in large user communities (telecommunications sector). The aim of this paper is to provide an overview of OPENREQ and to provide insights into related application scenarios and research issues.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Information Storage and Retrieval → Information Search and Retrieval; •Information Systems Applications → Decision Support Systems; •Information Interfaces and Presentation → User Interfaces;
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1 INTRODUCTION
High-quality requirements engineering (RE) is among the most critical factors for successful software projects [14]. The overall goal of OPENREQ1 is to develop intelligent recommendation and decision technologies that support different phases of requirements engineering [1, 3, 4, 10, 20]. Based on existing work [11, 20, 21], the project focuses on AI-based techniques that pro-actively support stakeholders within the scope of requirements engineering. OPENREQ entails different industrial RE scenarios (trials) that range from the bid management (identification and feasibility estimation of requirements in large-scale industrial development projects), community-driven cross-platform requirements engineering, and requirements engineering scenarios in telecommunication-related large user communities.

The bid management scenario (see also Section 5) focuses on Request For Proposals (RFPs) management for railway safety systems. These RFPs are issued by national railway providers and comprise natural language documents of several hundred pages with requirements of different levels of detail and of different types (domain specific, physical, non-functional, references to standards and regulations, etc.). At present, most of this management is done manually using an RE system, making most of the tasks time consuming. OPENREQ will help in this scenario mainly to: 1) automatically extract requirements from RFPs, differentiating the information included in these RFPs that are not requirements; 2) reuse technical decisions made in previous projects; 3) automatically assign requirements to stakeholders; and 4) support group decision making.

In the case of the cross-platform open source scenario, the community consists of individuals contributing in their free time and professional developers working on projects. Here, OPENREQ will help with advanced user engagement (e.g., by identifying users who potentially could contribute to issues related to topics of interest for other users), with internal release planning (e.g., by detecting “urgent” requirements using community information such as numerous complaints about the same issue or by supporting group decision making by, for example, highlighting relevant stakeholders who should be included in a discussion), with the management of requirements knowledge (e.g., by detecting requirements dependencies or by supporting the assessment of feature compatibilities and their relationships), and with the detection of new requests based on discussions identified in community sites.

1Intelligent Recommendation and Decision Technologies for Community-Driven Requirements Engineering (Horizon 2020 Project, www.openreq.org).
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The main goal of the telecommunication scenario, apart from improving the RE process, is to react as fast as possible to the opinions of customers (stated in user communities). With this in mind, OpenReq will be used in this scenario to: 1) identify and extract requirements from user requests; 2) monitor the communities to identify acute issues to enable early risk assessment; 3) propose prioritization indicators for requirements derived from user discussions and/or usage behavior; and 4) support stakeholders in the preparation for a group decision (e.g., highlighting relevant topics/artifacts and relevant stakeholders).

In addition to the three mentioned trial scenarios, the OpenReq Showcase will be developed which will integrate the core features (recommendation and decision technologies) of the OpenReq software components. We will provide these features in terms of an open-source component (HTML-5 application) with the goal to enable quality improvements in RE processes on a large scale. This component will consist of functionalities that support the automated identification of requirements from different knowledge sources (e.g., communities or natural language text documents), the recommendation of requirements and stakeholders in different RE phases, the support of group decision making in release planning, and the automated identification of (hidden) dependencies between requirements. Especially dependencies detection and (formal) release planning strongly depend on each other since release plans have to take into account existing dependencies. The latter such dependencies are detected the higher the corresponding follow-up costs in a software project.

Major recommendation paradigms that will be integrated into OpenReq are the following. First, collaborative filtering based recommendation [17] simulates word-of-mouth promotion of items where the opinion of family members and friends (also denoted as nearest neighbors) has an impact on choices taken by a person. In the context of recommender systems, nearest neighbors are system users with similar preferences often expressed in terms of item evaluations. Second, content-based filtering [22] focuses on the analysis of item descriptions, for example, news items which are content-wise similar to those already “consumed” by a person are recommendation candidates. Third, constraint-based recommendation is based on explicitly defined recommendation knowledge often represented in terms of constraints or rules – see [9]. Finally, group recommender algorithms [19, 25] focus on recommending items to groups of users. In this context, basic recommendation technologies such as collaborative filtering and content-based filtering are combined with social choice functions [19] that help to aggregate the preferences of individual users (stakeholders).

In the following, we will provide an overview of RE-related activities that can be supported by recommendation and decision technologies. In Section 2 we show in which way recommender algorithms for single users (stakeholders) can be applied in RE contexts. Section 3 focuses on scenarios where groups of stakeholders have to be supported in their decision processes. Section 4 is related to issues in the context of identifying and managing dependencies between requirements and resolve inconsistencies. Thereafter, we present one of the application scenarios of OpenReq (Section 5). Finally, we conclude the paper with Section 6.

2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SINGLE USERS

All of the recommendation approaches mentioned so far can be applied in the context of single-user recommendation scenarios, i.e., scenarios were a single user (stakeholder) interacts with a recommender application.

An example of a RE-related scenario where collaborative filtering [17] can be applied is the following: when trying to understand a given set of requirements (a requirements model), collaborative recommendation can recommend requirements that have already been analyzed by stakeholders with similar interests, i.e., stakeholders who analyzed similar sets of requirements. Furthermore, collaborative filtering can be applied in the context of identifying discussion forums for stakeholders, i.e., depending on the interests of the current stakeholder, further forums / discussion topics can be identified that might be of relevance for the stakeholder [5–7].

When defining requirements, content-based recommenders [22] can recommend requirements that have already been defined in previous projects and could be of relevance for the current project, i.e., support requirements reuse. Similarly, content-based recommendation can be used to support the recommendation of stakeholders relevant for a new software project. Depending on the requirements defined for a software project, content-based recommendations can indicate persons who could be engaged as stakeholders in a software project due to their tasks already completed in previous projects. Finally, content-based recommendation technologies can be applied in the context of new requirements development, for example, to filter requirements of high relevance due to the fact that these cover issues/topics included in many discussion threads.

Constraint-based recommendation [9] is applied in scenarios where constraints are used to define restrictions on the possible outcomes of a decision process. An example of the application of constraint-based recommendation technologies in RE is release planning [24], i.e., the decision making on when (in which software release) to implement a specific requirement. In this scenario, requirements have to be assigned to releases. Existing dependencies between requirements have to be taken into account by the search component (e.g., constraint solver [26]) in charge of identifying/proposing solutions for a release planning task. A major issue in this context is to ensure that all existing dependencies between requirements are taken into account. This requires the integration with corresponding dependency detection functionalities (see Section 4).

Integrations of basic recommendation approaches into requirements engineering environments already exist – for an overview see, for example, [11, 20, 21]. A major goal of OpenReq is in this context is to focus on a more in-depth integration of these technologies with related social factors, for example, by taking into account decision styles of stakeholders [8] and exploiting recommenders for achieving persuasive effects to increase the amount of information exchange [18].

All the examples mentioned so far are related to single stakeholder (user) scenarios, i.e., scenarios where single stakeholders are in charge of taking a decision (e.g., which stakeholders should be invited to join the project or which requirements should be reused). In the following sections, we will focus on scenarios where groups of stakeholders have to be supported by recommendation technologies.
3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GROUPS

In contrast to single user scenarios, many choice tasks are defined in group contexts. One example thereof is the already mentioned release planning scenario. Very often, decisions regarding the assignment of requirements to releases are taken in groups, i.e., a group as a whole has to develop agreement regarding the planned releases. In such scenarios, inconsistencies between the preferences of individual stakeholders can occur. For example, two stakeholders have different opinions regarding the assignment of a specific requirement to a release. Another related example is requirement evaluation where a group of stakeholders is in charge of evaluating a requirement with regard to different dimensions such as effort in MMs, risk level, potential turnover, and importance of implementation. The group (of stakeholders) as a whole has to decide on how to further proceed with this requirement. Since different stakeholders often evaluate requirements differently, a major task in this context is to achieve consensus regarding the overall evaluation. In this context, diagnosis techniques [12, 23] play a major role since they are able to indicate possible (minimal) changes of the current stakeholder preferences in order to identify a solution (e.g., a release plan). In the context of group recommendation scenarios, social choice functions play a major role [19]. These functions (also denoted as aggregation functions) help to identify recommendations acceptable for the whole group. For example, least misery prefers recommendations that do not ignore negative evaluations of stakeholders, i.e., if a requirement has been evaluated negatively by “only” one member of a group of stakeholders, this requirement has to be evaluated further (and discussed in the group) before being acceptable as a release candidate.

Integrations of group recommendation technologies into RE processes already exist [10, 21]. A major focus of OpenReq is to gain in-depth insights into RE related decision processes and how (group) recommendation technologies best help to improve the overall quality of decision processes. For example, different types of decision biases will be analyzed with regard to their occurrence and possibilities to counteract. An example thereof is GroupThink [15] in a discussion forum [7] where strong influences of opinion makers can result in suboptimal outcomes of related decision processes.

Furthermore, existing theories of group dynamics [13] and related social choice functions [19] are evaluated with regard to their applicability and new variants will be developed to optimize recommendation support in RE related group decisions. We are also working on extending the application of group recommendation technologies to scenarios where recommendations are used to persuade users to change their behavior, for example, in terms of increasing their personal engagement in requirements engineering processes a.o. in terms of an increased frequency of knowledge sharing (see, for example, [2]).

4 DEPENDENCY DETECTION AND CONFLICT MANAGEMENT

A major issue in group decision making is how to deal with conflicting preferences of group members. Related examples in RE are group decisions in the context of release planning where stakeholders have conflicting preferences (e.g., regarding the assignment of a requirement to a release) but also different perceptions regarding the meta-properties of a requirements (e.g., effort, risk, etc.). If available in an explicit fashion, for example, in terms of stakeholder-specific evaluations or explicit assignments of requirements to releases, related conflicts can be resolved on the basis of conflict detection and diagnosis algorithms [12, 16, 23]. However, a major issue in this context is also to identify (hidden) dependencies between requirements, i.e., relationships (constraints) between requirements that are not represented in an explicit fashion, i.e., they are not contained in the requirement model due to the fact that the constraints/ restrictions are simply not known to stakeholders.

Approaches to the automated detection of dependencies between requirements already exist [10, 21]. Existing approaches focus on the detection of dependencies using content-based recommendations based on similarity measures. A major focus of OpenReq is to advance the state of the art in dependency detection and to come up with new solutions (e.g., based on techniques from natural language processing) that help to significantly increase the overall quality of dependency detection. For example, existing content-based approaches provide indications of dependencies in terms of similarities between requirements. OpenReq will go beyond that a.o. in terms of approaches that also point out semantic properties of dependencies.

5 SCENARIO: BID MANAGEMENT

From the three OpenReq trial scenarios, we decided to discuss the Siemens trial in more detail. The corresponding use-case (trial) in the OpenReq project involves bid projects for large-scale industrial systems related to the Siemens Mobility division.

RFPs (Request For Proposal) for railway safety systems are issued by different national railway providers and comprise natural language documents (represented in MS Word format) consisting of several hundred pages with requirements of various kind (domain specific, physical, non-functional, references to standards and regulations, etc.) and level of detail. Typically, a complete bid (proposal) comprises several subsystems, such as signaling hardware, track indication, interlocking software, ETCS, SCADA, etc.

Proposals are delivered by the national sales departments of large enterprises such as Siemens. Typically, a bid project with a duration of a few months is necessary to answer a RFP. The team comprises several stakeholders such as a project manager, a requirements administrator, a system architect, and technical experts.

Requirements engineering is an important part of the bid process. Its main purpose is to ensure the technical compliance of the offer. After importing the (unstructured) natural language text into requirements management tool such as Polarion ALM and cutting it up into requirement candidates, recommendation technologies can support a.o. the following sub-tasks:

- Deciding which of the candidates are real requirements and which are just explanatory text. This classification is based on domain knowledge and experience from past bid projects.
- Assigning the requirements to one or more stakeholders (internal departments, external subcontractors) who shall evaluate them. Recommendation can suggest the corresponding stakeholder roles (not physical persons).
• Evaluating the requirements for technical compliance (yes, conditionally, no). Recommendation is based on similar requirements.
• Suggesting solution approaches to satisfy the requirement and deciding which approach should be supported in the given context.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we provided a short overview of scenarios where recommendation and decision technologies can support requirements engineering processes. Within the scope of OpenReq, we will focus on the development of corresponding technologies that can be used as an extension for existing requirements engineering tools but also as a basis for the development of a new generation of requirements engineering solutions that focus on a systematic improvement of related development, maintenance, quality assurance, and decision processes. Finally, a basic version of OpenReq will be provided that acts as a showcase for demonstrating the basic capabilities of the OpenReq components.
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